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FROM THE PRINCIPAL 

Dear Parents/ Carers and Student, 

This handbook provides information to assist you in understanding the subject offerings 
and curriculum framework at Our Lady’s College. It is designed to help you to make your 
elective choices from the subjects offered. 

Years 9 and 10 are important years in both personal and academic formation. The 
knowledge, skills and processes learnt and the study techniques developed, will form the 
basis from which further habits and skills will grow. It is important that each student feels 
happy and successful in her studies. Hence, it is important that you consider your choices 
carefully. 

The Australian Curriculum provides direction for the College’s course structures and 
delivery. Our Lady’s draws on this to offer a broad based education in the middle years 
with opportunities for student specialisation, enrichment and extension. Core subjects 
including Religion, English, History, Mathematics and Science provide strong 
foundations. The following pages contain valuable information about each of the subjects 
offered in Years 9 and 10 at Our Lady’s College. 

Subject choices are best made when parents and students spend some time together 
discussing the options available. In making your selection, it is wise to reflect on personal 
interests and talents so as to choose a relevant, realistic course of study that will prove 
to be both personally rewarding and a solid foundation for senior studies. Subject 
teachers and Curriculum Leaders and our Guidance Counsellor are also available to 
assist you in the decision-making process.  

Always remember that the College motto “Ad Altiora—Ever Higher” encourages us to “lift 
our hearts” and to be active in striving to make our ideals a reality in our lives. 

Best wishes, 

Paula Goodwin 

Paula Goodwin 
Principal 
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THE COLLEGE VISION & MISSION STATEMENT 

Our Lady’s College is a Catholic secondary college established in 1964 by the Sisters of 
St Joseph. We are a learning community dedicated to inspiring young women through 
education. We seek to uphold the ideals of St Mary of the Cross MacKillop and to pursue 
excellence as embodied in the College motto, “Ad Altiora” – Ever Higher. 

Our Mission 

Our Mission is to provide a high-quality Catholic education for young women in a vibrant, 
caring and engaging environment that prioritises Tradition, Excellence and community. 

Our Vision 

Our Vision is to empower young women to become self-directed and reflective individuals 
who enact Christ’s mission by contributing positively to a changing world. 

School Values 

Our Values of compassion, justice, integrity and service, as lived through the example of 
St Mary of the Cross MacKillop, are strengthened through the three priorities of Tradition, 
Excellence and Community. 

Our Priorities 

Tradition 

To promote faith learning that is lifelong and life-giving by proclaiming our Catholic beliefs 
and traditions. 

To uphold the ideals of Mary MacKillop by providing an authentic experience of Catholic 
Christian Community which includes values of compassion, justice, integrity and service. 

Excellence 

To pursue excellence in all dimensions of College life by providing quality teaching and 
learning that encourages all students to achieve their full potential. 

To provide a curriculum that is flexible and relevant to the needs of our students, so that 
they develop a passion for life and learning. 

Community 

To nurture the growth of relationships so that all members experience a sense of 
belonging in a supportive and inclusive community and in turn are able to contribute in a 
positive way to the wider world. 

To develop an appreciation of our connectedness with the past and our responsibility as 
stewards of our school environment for the future. 
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PASTORAL CARE 

Effective Pastoral Care is a priority of the College, we aim to: 

• encourage in students a willingness to be responsible for their own actions and
decisions

• nurture the growth of relationships so that all members experience a sense of
belonging in a supportive and inclusive community

• develop an appreciation of our connectedness with the past and our responsibility as
custodians of our school environment for the future.

It is the expression of this ethos and philosophy at Our Lady’s College that is Pastoral 
Care.  It is experienced whenever the people within our community interact to make 
positive choices about life.   

Pastoral Care brings together all aspects of school life – academic, social, physical and 
spiritual. At its centre are quality relationships.  Programs are in place to assist each girl 
to develop into the best person she can possibly be. An underlying principle of Pastoral 
Care is that each student is an individual with particular needs and it is the day to day 
care of each girl and their needs which is of paramount importance. 

Aspects of personal and social development such as career education, relationships, and 
resiliency are covered in Pastoral Care programs. Programs also include topics such as 
time management, goal setting, personal organisation, career education, financial literacy 
and community service.   

Included in the program are two special programs. Year 9 focuses on developing 
resiliency and strengthening relationships and Year 10 provides the opportunity for girls 
to reflect on their strengths, talents and personal characteristics and how these may 
influence what the future may hold in terms of career choice.   

At Our Lady’s College, when your daughter is enrolled, she is placed into a Pastoral Care 
group. This group meets every day for administration with their Pastoral Care teacher. In 
addition, there is one Pastoral Care lesson each week and it is during this time that the 
formal program is conducted. This teacher will come to know your daughter well so that 
she can be given the best care and support. Secondary schooling can present many 
challenges and your daughter’s Pastoral Care group can offer support and 
encouragement during the difficult times and as well as celebrate the good times of life. 

As our students grow and develop, we hope to assist them to come to know themselves 
more, so they are ready to face the challenges that lie ahead. Pastoral Care helps us to 
achieve this goal. 
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CURRICULUM OVERVIEW 

The curriculum at Our Lady’s College is flexible and relevant to the needs of all our 
students. Quality teaching and learning are valued and all students are encouraged to 
strive for excellence by achieving to their full potential.   

In Year 9 and 10, students have access to the Australia Curriculum. This provides a 
comprehensive basis for subject choices in later years increasing pathway options 
available to all students. The curriculum program is designed in core and elective 
semester units. Each unit provides links to the academic rigour of senior schooling, to 
assist with the smooth transition into the senior phase of learning. 

Literacy and Numeracy will be a focus for all Key Learning Areas where responsibility is 
shared across the curriculum.  
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CURRICULUM DESIGN 

Year 9 and 10 will study six subjects at any one time consisting of core and electives. 

Core will include the following Key Learning Areas: 

• Religion

• English

• Mathematics

• History

• Science

• Health and Physical Education

Students will study 4 lessons per week of Religion, Mathematics, Science and English 
for four semesters. 

Students will study 4 lessons per week of Health and Physical Education over the two 
years. 

Electives 
Over the course of Year 9 and 10, students will be asked to study a number of  semester 
units in a mixture of elective and flexible core. The elective classes, where appropriate, 
will be vertical in nature comprising a combination of Year 9 and 10 students. 

Students will be required to select their choices of units at the end of Year 8 and Year 9. 

It is important to note that the selection of subjects at the end of Year 8 will only be valid 
for the following year (their Year 9 studies). Year 8 students will then re-select at the end 
of Year 9 for their Year 10 choices.  In this way, students are informed by most up-to-
date information and their own evolving interests. 

This year, in response to demand, we have introduced Spanish and Computer Coding in 
the elective offering for students. 

Students choosing to undertake studies in Spanish are required to choose both semester 
units to ensure adequate grounding in this language. 
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CHOOSING YEAR 9 & 10 SUBJECT SELECTION 

All students will study core across the two years which includes: 

• Religion

• English

• Mathematics

• History

• Science

• Health and Physical Education

In addition, they will need to choose elective units which will be studied over the course 
of Years 9 and 10. All elective units are discrete and can be studied in isolation of other 
units, except Spanish which has already been mentioned. 

Students are asked to select semester units of electives to complete their curriculum plan. 
In making choices, it is important for students to choose what they enjoy and what they 
are good at. These choices in Year 9 and 10 are intended to be career forming rather 
than career informing. That is, they will give students an idea of what they might like to, 
or not like to, pursue in the future. 

Subject choices made at this stage should not be designed to feed into a career path. 
The decision to study (or not) an elective should not be based on whether one wants to 
work in this industry. Rather, the decision should be based on whether the student has 
an interest in this area which can be utilised to develop the global problem solving, 
communication, research and presentation skills which can be found in all elective 
courses. Students should select subjects in which they will experience success. This 
success will allow higher level skill sets to be accessed throughout the course of study 
which will transfer across all areas when mastered in the subject of interest. 

It is important that decisions are based on a student’s particular strengths, needs and 
requirements which can be quite different their friend’s choices.  

We advise students to take time to read the course overview provided in this handbook 
for each subject offered and to talk further with classroom teachers. This will ensure that 
the decision is an informed one. 

There are rare occasions where the combination and timing of units choices for an 
individual student will cause an unsolvable clash. In these cases students are interviewed 
to ascertain their preferences and reselect. Often, the clash is easily resolved by selecting 
another unit in the same subject offering, e.g. MYDRAc21 instead of MYDRA1. As the 
skill sets across both units of the same subject are similar, it is advisable to consider this 
option if required. 
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Choosing the semester units… 

Students will be asked to select semester units over the two years. 

Students will be issued with a subject selection planning form in Year 8 and Year 9. 

Girls will need to indicate their semester unit choices that they wish to complete: 

Four units for Year 9 and – including compulsory 09HIS 
Four units for Year 10   

They need to take into account the requirements outlined above when selecting subjects. 

It is important to note that subjects will not run if there is insufficient interest from the 
required number of students. Similarly, classes will be allocated in order of receipt and 
some popular classes may fill quite quickly. 

For students in Year 9 (next year), eight preferential choices are required at selection 
time (2 each column). Classes will be allocated in order of preference and availability. 

For students in Year 10 (next year), eight preferential choices are required at selection 

time (2 each column). Classes will be allocated in order of preference and availability. 

Please take the time to write down your choices as, whilst it is not common, there have 
been cases where students forget their choices and assume that there was an error in 
the allocation of classes. Please select carefully as it is not possible to change subjects 
after the commencement of the semester. The College does not support changes of 
course structure because students “change their mind”. 
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COURSE OUTLINES 

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 

GENERAL INFORMATON AND COURSE AIMS 
The term ‘Religious Education’ refers to a wide range of activities that take place in 
homes, parishes, schools and elsewhere.  While all of these activities focus on aspects 
of religion, many of them reflect quite different aims, objectives, styles, expectations and 
requirements.  The subject Religious Education refers to the classroom teaching of 
religion. This subject follows similar guidelines with regards to learning experiences, 
assessment and reporting as other curriculum subjects. 

This course seeks to: 

• promote knowledge, skills, attitudes and values that enable students to participate as
active and informed members of the Church and Society

• encourage students to be actively involved in gaining knowledge and understanding
of the Catholic/Christian tradition, but also some awareness of other religious
traditions

• examine the interaction between culture and faith

• foster values based on the dignity of the human person in the Catholic tradition

• develop a variety of ICLT skills in presentation of work

• foster the desirability of a spirit of service in families, church communities and the
wider community.

COURSE OUTLINE 
The validated programme is linked to both the current Archdiocesan Religious Education 
Guidelines and the Liturgical Year.  Units of work are of approximately one term each. 
The Year 7 programme is foundational and the Year 8, 9 and 10 courses build on the 
topics, themes and skills of Year 7.  

Year 7:  Beginnings 
The Power of Words 
Living Justly 
Spirituality 

Year 8: Unity and Diversity 
Covenant 
Changes in the Church 
Living a Good Life 

Year 9:  Making sense of Jesus 
Foundations 
Living Justly 
Making the Modern World 

Year 10: The Mystery of God 
Living Justly 
Responding to the World Religious Voices 

Assessment tasks include: Oral presentations, written tasks, research tasks, short 
response exams, response to stimulus exam. Some assessment tasks will be individual 
and others small group.  There will be a variety of assessment genres across each year. 
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ENGLISH 

GENERAL INFORMATON AND COURSE AIMS 
The English course for Years 9 and 10 aims to develop and refine a student’s ability to 
compose and to comprehend spoken and written English for a wide range of personal 
and social purposes.  Students will learn to use English confidently and with enjoyment; 
they will learn to think imaginatively, logically and critically; they will learn to use and 
interpret textual features appropriately according to cultural and social contexts.  The 
English course is organised into the three inter-related strands of Language, Literature 
and Literacy. 

COURSE OUTLINE 

Year 9 
The Year 9 course builds on what has been achieved during Year 8, and continues the 
development of skills, knowledge, processes and attitudes, expanding the students’ 
repertoire of English usage.   

• Text types studied include persuasive texts, novels, poems, a play-text, films and
digital narratives.

• The wider reading program continues, with students given opportunities to use the
school library to read for pleasure as well as to do research.

Assessment items include writing a digital narrative, a play-script, a news report and 
written analytical exposition. Spoken tasks include persuasive speeches, acting a scene 
from a play and participation in a panel discussion. 

Year 10 
In this year level, new genres are introduced and more intensive study is undertaken of 
set texts to teach critical awareness of how texts work. 

• Text types studied include films, novels, non-fiction, poems, plays and texts from
popular culture. It is at this level that students have their first opportunity to study a
Shakespearean text, usually Romeo and Juliet.

Assessment items include writing personal reflections, analytical expositions and a 
referenced research assignment.  Spoken tasks include persuasive speeches, dramatic 
monologues and play performance. Students will use digital/media content to create an 
interpretation of a complex poem. 
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MATHEMATICS 

GENERAL INFORMATION & COURSE AIMS 
Mathematics is a core subject through Years 9 and 10 and aims to develop and enhance 
the student’s mathematical concepts, processes and skills, paying particular attention to 
their numeracy skills.  

The program aims at providing suitable mathematical experiences which: 

• build comfortably on students’ previous experiences

• are suited to their particular stages of development

• provide challenge and opportunity consistent with student ability

• adequately prepare students for future life needs and further study

Students study the three Content Strands as set out in the Australian Curriculum. These 
are Number and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry, and Statistics and Probability. 
Throughout each year, Mathematics units are based around these strands and the 
degree of difficulty of knowledge accumulates through Year 9 into 10.   

Assessment includes assignments and written exams.  With each task, students are 
assessed upon the four Proficiency Strands: 

• understanding

• fluency

• problem solving

• reasoning

These strands are an essential part of the Australian Curriculum and prepare junior 
students well for the assessment of Mathematics in Years 11 and 12.  
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SCIENCE 

GENERAL INFORMATION & COURSE AIMS 
Science, through technology, continues to transform our world physically and socially. 
To better comprehend this complex, changing environment students need a basic 
scientific literacy so that they are better able to make responsible decisions, both as 
users of technology and as responsible citizens.  The study of Science, tempered by 
Catholic Gospel values, is seen as an indispensable part of the College’s vision of 
educating for life. 

Thus, we aim to develop further in students: 

• a knowledge and understanding of humans, their planet, the Universe and the
relationships that exist between them, all within a framework of the four broad
scientific disciplines that are Biology, Chemistry, Earth Science and Physics.

• an appreciation and a practical understanding of the Scientific Method and its
incredible contribution to the advancement of knowledge.

• a knowledge and understanding of some aspects of science as an intellectual
endeavour - its structure, breadth, limitations, historical development and
relationships with other forms of human endeavour.

• an appreciation of how Science and Technology have drastically changed our planet
and society, balanced by a concern for their wise applications to ensure a sustainable
future.

• the skills, processes and vocabulary necessary to cope with the senior Sciences and
the new 2019 syllabus.

• share our passion for Science and the wonderment of the universe that we live in.

COURSE OUTLINE  
Over the two years, students study a board range of topics as described in the Australian 
Curriculum for Science. These topics are grouped in the following areas: 

• Biological Science

• Chemical Sciences

• Earth and Space Sciences

• Physical Sciences

Each area is studied for approximately one term in each year level. 

Assessment is comprised of a mixture of tests, laboratory reports, research assignments 
and multi-modal presentations. 
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HISTORY 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION & COURSE AIMS 
History is a disciplined process of inquiry into the past that develops students’ curiosity 
and imagination.  Awareness of history is an essential characteristic of any society, and 
historical knowledge is fundamental to understanding ourselves and others.  It promotes 
the understanding of societies, events, movements and developments that have shaped 
humanity from earliest times.  It helps students appreciate how the world and its people 
have changed, as well as the significant continuities that exist to the present day. 
 
The study of history is based on evidence derived from remains of the past.  It is 
interpretative by nature, promotes debate and encourages thinking about human values, 
including present and future challenges.  The process of historical inquiry develops 
transferable skills, such as an ability to ask relevant questions, critically analyse and 
interpret sources, consider context, respect and explain different perspectives, develop 
and substantiate interpretations, and communicate effectively. 
 
The curriculum generally takes a world history approach within which the history of 
Australia is taught.  It does this in order to equip students for the world in which they live. 
 
Aims 
History aims to ensure that students develop: 

• interest in, and enjoyment of, historical study for lifelong learning and work, including 
their capacity and willingness to be informed and active citizens 

• knowledge, understanding and appreciation of the past and the forces that shape 
societies, including Australian society 

• understanding and use of historical concepts, such as evidence, continuity and 
change, cause and effect, perspectives, empathy, significance and contestability 

• capacity to undertake historical inquiry, including skills in the analysis and use of 
sources, and in explanation and communication. 
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Unit: 9 History (Core – compulsory for all Year 9 students) 

Title: The Making of the Modern World:  1750 - 1918 
 
Unit Description 
This is a one-semester unit that is studied by all Year 9 students, either in Semester 1 or 
Semester 2.  The Year 9 curriculum provides a study of the history of the making of the 
modern world from 1750 – 1918.  It was a period of industrialisation and rapid change in 
the ways people lived, worked and thought.  It was also an era of nationalism and 
imperialism, and the colonisation of Australia was part of the expansion of European 
power.  The period culminated in World War 1: 1914 – 1918, the ‘war to end all wars’. 
 
Depth Studies 

• The Industrial Revolution 

• Making a nation – Australia 

• World War One 
 
Assessment 

• extended written response 

• response to stimulus test  

• multi-modal presentation 
 

Unit: 10 History (Core – elective for Year 10 students) 
Title: The Modern World and Australia:  1918 - present  
 
Unit Description 
This is a one-semester unit that is studied by all Year 10 students, either in Semester 1 
or Semester 2.  The Year 10 curriculum provides a study of the history of the modern 
world and Australia from 1918 to the present, with an emphasis on Australia in its global 
context.  The twentieth century became a critical period in Australia’s social, cultural, 
economic and political development.  The transformation of the modern world during a 
time of political turmoil, global conflict and international cooperation provides a necessary 
context for understanding Australia’s development, its place within the Asia-Pacific 
region, and its global standing. 
 
Depth Studies 

• World War 2 

• Rights and freedoms:  1945 - present 

• Migration experiences: 1945 - present 
 
Assessment 

• multi-modal presentation  

• extended written response 

• response to stimulus test 
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GEOGRAPHY 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION AND COURSE AIMS 
Geography is a structured way of exploring, analysing and understanding the 
characteristics of the places that make up our world, using the concepts of place, space, 
environment, interconnection, sustainability, scale and change. It addresses scales from 
the personal to the global and time periods from a few years to thousands of years. 
 
Geography integrates knowledge from the natural sciences, social sciences and 
humanities to build a holistic understanding of the world. Students learn to question why 
the world is the way it is, reflect on their relationships with and responsibilities for that 
world, and propose actions designed to shape a socially just and sustainable future. 
 
Geography aims to ensure that students develop: 

• a sense of wonder, curiosity and respect about places, people, cultures and 
environments throughout the world 

• a deep geographical knowledge of their own locality, Australia, the Asia region and 
the world 

• an ability to think geographically, using geographical concepts 

• a capacity to be competent, critical and creative users of geographical inquiry 
methods and skills 

• as informed, responsible and active citizens who can contribute to the development 
of an environmentally and economically sustainable, and socially just world. 

 

COURSE OUTLINE 
Year 9 Geography 
Unit: Geographies of Interconnections – Causing ripples in the global pond 
Geographies of interconnections focuses on investigating how people, through their 
choices and actions, are connected to places throughout the world in a wide variety of 
ways, and how these connections help to make and change places and their 
environments. This unit examines the interconnections between people and places 
through the products people buy and the effects of their production on the places that 
make them. Students examine the ways that transport and information and 
communication technologies have made it possible for an increasing range of services to 
be provided internationally, and for people in isolated rural areas to connect to 
information, services and people in other places. These distinctive aspects of 
interconnection are investigated using studies drawn from Australia and across the world. 

 
Year 10 Geography 
Unit: Environmental change and management 
Environmental change and management’ focuses on investigating environmental 
geography through an in-depth study of a specific environment. The unit begins with an 
overview of the environmental functions that support all life, the major challenges to their 
sustainability, and the environmental world views – including those of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander Peoples – that influence how people perceive and respond to these 
challenges. Students investigate a specific type of environment and environmental 
change in Australia and one other country. They apply human–environment systems 
thinking to understand the causes and consequences of the change and geographical 
concepts and methods to evaluate and select strategies to manage the change. 
 
Assessment - Year 9 & 10 

• assignment – research multimodal 
exam – short response and response to stimulus 
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HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION & COURSE AIMS 
The year 9 & 10 curriculum supports students to refine and apply strategies for 
maintaining a positive outlook and evaluating behavioural expectations in different 
leisure, social, movement and online situations. Students learn to critically analyse and 
apply health and physical activity information to devise and implement personalised 
plans for maintaining healthy and active habits. They also experience different roles that 
contribute to successful participation in physical activity, and propose strategies to 
support the development of preventative health practices that build and optimise 
community health and wellbeing. 
 
In year 9 & 10, students learn to apply more specialised movement skills and complex 
movement strategies and concepts in different movement environments. They also 
explore movement concepts and strategies to evaluate and refine their own and other’ 
movement performances. Students analyse how participation in physical activity and 
sport influence an individual’s identity, and explore the role participation plays in shaping 
cultures. The curriculum also provides opportunities for students to refine and 
consolidate personal and social skills in demonstrating leadership, teamwork and 
collaboration in a range of physical activities.  
 
The course has been divided into UNITS that address a range of opportunities in both 
theoretical and physical contexts.  
 
Requirements 
Laptops are to be brought to all theory lessons and students must wear correct sports 
uniform for all Physical Activity lessons. Should any student be unable to participate for 
any length of time in any physical activity a medical certificate is required. 
 

Organisation 
Strands Personal, Social and Community 

Health 
Movement and Physical Activity 

Sub-
Strands 

• Being health, safe and active 

• Communicating and interacting for 
health and wellbeing 

• Contributing to health and active 
communities 

• Moving our body 

• Understanding movement 

• Learning through movement 

Focus 
Areas 

• Alcohol and other drugs  

• Food and nutrition  

• Health benefits of physical 
activity  

• Mental health and wellbeing  

• Relationships and sexuality  

• Safety  

• Games and Sports  

• Challenge and adventure 
activities 

• Games and sports 

• Lifelong physical activities 

• Rhythmic and expressive 
movement 
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YEAR 9  
 

Movement and Physical Activity 
Games & Sports 
AFL (QLD AFL program), Soccer, Badminton, Cricket, Basketball 
 
Lifelong Physical Activities 
Group fitness activities 
Lifesaving 
Swimming 

 

Unit: 9HPE 1 - Alcohol & Drugs 
In this unit, students explore public health and advertising campaigns to determine their 
effectiveness on adolescent choices about using alcohol and other drugs. Students 
examine norms and stereotypes surrounding adolescent alcohol and drug use. They 
investigate information about alcohol and other drugs; standard drinks; blood alcohol 
concentration and alcohol and drug laws. 

Students also examine scenarios and use the decision-making process to be able to 
make smart choices in regards to alcohol and other drug use. 

Unit: 9HPE2 - Sustainable Health (Personal, social and community Health) 

In this unit, students identify factors that contribute to sustainable health such as regular 
physical activity, balanced nutrition, a healthy state of mind and community connection. 
They examine the external influences that could impact on their ability to make good 
decisions and plan a response that promotes community health practices and addresses 
an identified sustainable health concern. 

Unit: 9HPE 3 - Moving More Matters 
Students will propose and evaluate an intervention to improve fitness and physical activity 
levels in their community.  

The student council has decided to organise a fitness workout competition to address the 
government’s concerns about the insufficient participation in physical activity by the youth 
of Australia. The fitness workout competition is intended to inspire the school community 
to be more active. The student council plans to film simple workouts that meet specified 
design features, and upload them to the school website for all students to access. The 
workouts will raise awareness that fitness-related moves can be done easily, anywhere 
and at any time. You have the opportunity to contribute to this initiative by developing and 
performing a fitness workout.  

Unit: 9HPE 4 - Lifesaver   
Explores the range of safety issues that students may encounter in their daily lives. The 
content supports students to develop the knowledge, understanding and skills to support 
them to make safe decisions and behave in ways that protects the safety of themselves 
and others. 
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YEAR 10 
 

Movement and Physical Activity 
Games & Sports 
Volleyball 
 
Lifelong Physical Activities 
Ultimate Frisbee 

 

Unit: 10 HPE1 Mental Health – Looking after myself and others 
To analyse current statistics on adolescent health concerns, evaluate available health 
resources, provide a recommendation and justify how the recommendation and campaign 
will address the identified health concern. 

 
 

Unit: 10 HPE22 Cultural Connections 
Write a blog to examine the role physical activities within your community play in defining 
culture and cultural identities. Analyse the impact attitudes and beliefs about diversity 
have on community connection and wellbeing.  
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TECHNOLOGY 
 
The Key Learning Area, Technology, will be delivered in the three subjects: 

• Business Education 

• Home Economics 

• Information Technology 
 

BUSINESS EDUCATION 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION & COURSE AIMS 
It is important that students have an understanding of the principles on which businesses 
are organised and on which they operate since all fields of employment involve at least 
some contact with aspects of business 
 

Unit: MYBUS  
Title: Calling All Entrepreneurs and aspiring Lawyers 
 
Focus 

• enterprise and Ventures 

• making your own product or developing your own business concept 

• laws and citizens – an introduction to Legal Studies 
 
Unit Description 

• students will explore the areas of advertising, branding and promotion. 

• they will explore the development of documents used in business in particular a 
business plan. 

• students will learn to deliver a “sales pitch” using multimedia. 

• students will examine Australia’s legal system, the creation of laws and the rights 
and legal obligations of Australian Citizens. 

• students will visit the Queen Elizabeth II Court Complex to view cases in the 
Magistrates, District and Supreme courts. 

 
Assessment 

• inquiry project  

• examination – short response and extended response 

• court worksheet   
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Unit: MYBUSc2  
Title: A Solid Foundation to making mega bucks 
 
As an introduction to the basic concept of Accounting, this unit forms the foundation for 
further study in this discipline. 
 
Focus 

• Foundation Studies, Economics and Electronic Business 
 
Unit Description 

• students will be introduced to basic accounting concepts for a Sole Trader. 

• students will complete the process of accounting from General Journal to Ledger to 
Trial Balance. 

• students will learn to account for GST. 

• students will also focus on the process of using available, limited resources for 
competing alternative uses that satisfy society’s unlimited needs.  They will explore 
the relationship between needs and wants. 

 
Have you explored on-line businesses such as e-bay and movie tickets online?  If so 
learn more about them and the concept of conducting an on-line business. 

• students will learn the purpose of buying and selling on line. 

• they will also explore secure ways of online shopping e.g. e-bay, amazon, movie 
tickets. 

• students will also research and analyse the laws relating to online shopping and 
commerce for young people. 

 
 
Assessment 

• multi-media presentation for young people 

• practical accounting tasks 
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HOME ECONOMICS 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION & COURSE AIMS 
The Design Technologies curriculum provides students with the knowledge, 
understanding and skills to develop confidence as critical users of technologies and 
designers and producers of designed solutions. Design Technologies students, 
individually and collaboratively, investigate, generate and critique innovative and ethical 
designed solutions for sustainable futures.  

Students develop dexterity and coordination through experiential activities and the 
practical application of technologies. Design Technologies motivates young people and 
engages them in a range of learning experiences that are transferable to the family and 
home, constructive leisure activities, community, and the changing world of work. 

 

Students will develop skills, knowledge and understanding in the key areas of: 

• design thinking 

• design processes   

• production skills 
 

The Design Technologies Processes and Production Skills strand focuses on creating 
designed solutions by: 

• investigating 

• generating 

• producing 

• evaluating 

• collaborating and managing. 
 

Design Technologies is a multi-materials course, which gives students the opportunity to 
construct projects that are broken up into skills development and design challenges 
across disciplines. 
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Unit: MYHEC  
Title: Gourmet Traveller – East Meets West 
 

What do you feel like eating today? Mexican, Chinese, Thai, Italian, Vietnamese or 
maybe Indian? The enormous variety of foods available today are predominately due to 
the country’s multicultural nature and the demands for the traditional ingredients and 
foods from the variety of ethnic groups living in Australia. Australians pride themselves 
on their multicultural identity and eat foods from different cultures on a weekly basis. The 
variety of restaurants is indicative of such acceptance and interest in multicultural 
cuisines. Students will investigate in this food only focused unit Australia’s Multicultural 
Society and the evolution of the Modern Australian Cuisine. Students will study the food 
habits and patterns of Australia’s indigenous people, and other cultures that have 
influenced the Modern Australian Cuisine.  
 
Focus 

• food, customs, diet and health of Indigenous people 

• history of Australian food trends and what foods do we call Australian?  

• The Mediterranean: Italy, Greece, France, Germany 

• East Meets West: The Asian Influence on Australian Food, the relationship between 
Australia and Asian Food 

• comparing Diets – Asian vs Western (diet pyramids, dietary guidelines) 

• What is food fusion? What Asian Ingredients have we adopted as our own and how 
we have incorporated them into our ‘traditional’ Australian Food  

• How can Western Diets have a good influence on the Asian or visa-versa?  
 

Unit Description 
Students investigate and make judgments on how the principles of food safety, 
preservation, preparation, presentation and sensory perceptions influence the creation of 
food solutions for healthy eating through a journey of food from Australian indigenous 
foods to all over the globe.  

They critically analyse factors (including social, ethical and sustainability considerations) 
that impact on designed solutions for global preferred futures and apply design thinking 
as they develop a specialised food product, service or environment for a design 
challenge.   

Assessment 

• design challenge containing a design journal, a product design and product 
development and evaluation  

• research report 
 
Requirements 

• school purchased apron for weekly cooking practical lessons in the kitchen which will 
involve planning, preparation, presentation and evaluation 

• during assessment periods some additional ingredients for practical cookery will be 
required 
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Unit: MYHECc2  
Title: Going Green 
 
With Climate Change being an ongoing global issue, the need to reduce our ‘Carbon 
Footprint’ is becoming greater than ever. The concept of ‘food miles’, where the food that 
we eat comes from, the implications on the environment and economy will be a focus. 
Students will learn in this food only focused unit that solutions to this problem are 
sometimes simpler than we think and that they actually come down to the choices that 
we, as individuals, in relation to our everyday lives. 

 
Focus 

• daily food choices made about food and their impact on the environment 

• becoming a conscious consumer to ensure that there is minimal impact on the 
environment 

• sustainable food choices and production practices in the kitchen 

• inspirational products and designers 

• the four dimensions of Sustainable Design: Economic, Environmental, Cultural 
and Social Impact 

• product life cycle analysis 

• six Rs definitions: Refuse, Rethink, Recycle, Repair, Reuse, Reduce 
 

Unit Description 
Students investigate and make judgments on the ethical and sustainable production and 
marketing of food. They will critically analyse factors, including social, ethical and 
sustainability considerations, that impact on designed solutions for global preferred 
futures and the complex design and production processes involved. 

Students will explain how products, services and environments evolve with the 
consideration of preferred futures and the impact of emerging technologies on design 
decisions made.  

Assessment 

• design challenge containing a design journal, a product design and product 
development and evaluation  

• research report 
 
Requirements 

• school purchased apron for weekly cooking practical lessons in the kitchen which will 
involve planning, preparation, presentation and evaluation 

• during assessment periods some additional ingredients for practical cookery will be 
required 
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION & COURSE AIMS 
Wherever there is a need for communication, whether private or in a business, a working 
knowledge of computer systems and programs is desirable.  Because of the changing 
nature of technology, which is so integral to our way of life, it is important for students to 
develop skills, which enable them to be adaptable. 
 

Unit: MYICT  
Title: Who wants to be a YouTuber? 
 
YouTube has evolved beyond pure entertainment to become a fantastic source of 
educational video content.  The trend globally is to take the step for being media 
consumers to media makers?  Do you want to join the trend? 
 
Focus 

• YouTube as a content provider 

• appreciation of current content providers 

• multimedia    
 

Unit Description 

• analyse current content providers on You Tube 

• create your own You Tube clip 

• learn to create multimedia presentations 
 

 
Assessment 

• create a YouTube clip 

• create a multimedia presentation to promote an event at Our Lady’s College 

 

Unit:   MYICTc2  
Title:   Coding Across Applications 

  
STEM (and particularly Coding) has become the buzzword for the new “must have” skill. 
This unit will look at the various levels of coding required in different areas of computing. 
Students will undertake a variety of tasks designed to increase their understanding of 
what coding can do to increase the power of their computing tasks. 

  
Focus 

• developing an understanding of how codes are used in computers to achieve 
functionality 

• using simple coding (formulas) to control spreadsheets and databases 

• introduction to programming in SCRATCH and PYTHON languages   

  
Unit Description 

• brief introduction to computers “under the hood" 

• the nature of data, privacy, protection and safety 

• introductions to algorithms, coding and languages   

• designing an interactive game using a programming language 

  
Assessment 

• small tests and major project 
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THE ARTS 
 

The Key Learning Area, The Arts, will be delivered in the three subjects: 

• Drama 

• Music  

• Visual Arts 

• Spanish 
 

DRAMA 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION & COURSE AIMS      
Drama is about creativity and imagination controlled by intellect and emotion and 
expressed through the body and the voice.  Drama helps students grasp the meaning of 
their own life experience and the experience of others and gives them interpersonal skills, 
organisational skills and creative performance skills. 
 

Unit: MYDRA  
Title: The Play is the Thing 
 

Focus 

• whole class play performance 

• “Scattered Lives” by Sally McKenzie  

•  “Snapshots from Home” by Marjorie Forde 
 
Unit Description: 

• reading and workshopping a play script 

• selecting appropriate costume set/multimedia/SFX/Music 

• working as actors to develop character, mood and tension and so communicate 
meaning 

• devising new scenes to link or to provide material to cater for a larger cast 

• play presentation to an audience 
 

Assessment 

• hybrid task of scene creation and performance 

• performance of whole play 

• analysis of live theatre 
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Unit: MYDRAc2  
Title: Retelling Fairytales & Love Stories from Shakespeare 
 
Focus 

• storytelling 

• recontextualising of Shakespeare 

 
Unit Description 

• they will learn conventions of drama relevant to storytelling: e.g. the means by which 
scenes are linked and integrated in order to establish who, when, what and why, using 
soundscapes, chorus, narration, diaries, dramatic monologue, music, sfx and key 
words / phrases. Fairytales will be the initial focus 

• romantic extracts from Romeo & Juliet and A Midsummer Night’s Dream will be 
reworked using new learned conventions such as Ritual, Conscience Alley, Soap 
Opera & Game Show 

 

Assessment 

• creation of written scene 

• presentation of a fractured fairytale 

• response to live theatre 

• presentation of Shakespeare in a modern context 
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MUSIC 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION  
Music is offered to students of all ability levels. It is designed to continue to develop and 
refine students’ understanding of the elements of music, music terminology, composition 
and performance techniques.  
 
Music is a sequential course that builds self-discipline, confidence, creativity, teamwork, 
coordination, literacy and numeracy skills. The program focuses developing rhythm and 
aural skills, music literacy, numeracy and the ability to sing and/or play in increasingly 
complex parts. Beginning with the most accessible instrument we all have – the voice – 
students will develop their musical literacy through studying a variety of musical styles. 
 
Music students learn by participating actively in music both within the class and in a wide 
variety of school co-curricular music groups.  Involvement in music studies provides a 
sense of achievement; it teaches self-discipline; it helps make like-minded friends and it 
is a powerful therapy for all sorts of conditions.  It develops body, mind and soul in 
balance.  MUSIC is for life! 
 

COURSE AIMS  
The study of Music allows students to: 

• make decisions about musical elements, languages and cultural protocols in relation 
to specific style, function, audience and purpose of music works  

• create and shape music works by manipulating musical elements to express meaning 
in different contexts  

• modify and refine genre-specific music works, using interpretive and technical skills  

• present music works to particular audiences for a specific purpose, style and function, 
using genre specific music techniques, skills, processes and cultural protocols  

• respond by deconstructing music works in relation to social, cultural, historical, 
spiritual, political, technological and economic contexts, using musical elements and 
languages  

• reflect on learning, apply new understandings and justify future applications  
 
COURSE ORGANISATION 
The study of Music in Years 9 and 10 is organised in a two-year rotation to provide 
students with a wide variety of different music styles, techniques, skills and experiences 
to enhance their competency leading to senior curriculum choices. It is advised that 
students should study at least one unit in both year 9 and 10, if they are considering 
studying Senior Music in year 11 and 12. 
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Unit:   MYMUS  
Title:   ‘That’s Entertainment’ 
 
In this entertainment unit, students will gain an insight into a variety of forms of Music 
Theatre including the Musical, Operetta, Opera, Oratorio, Ballet and Vaudeville. Students 
will learn about the elements of music and how they can be crafted in a variety of 
theatrical ways. Students will engage in these techniques to create and perform.  
 

Focus 

• investigate the major styles, genres, influences and successes of music from the 
theatre 

• trace the development of Musical Theatre from its origins from early Opera to the 
present day 

• understand the concepts and elements of music, including pitch, rhythm, texture, 
timbre, harmony, form and musical expression 

• develop vocal/instrumental performance skills both individually and in groups 

• learn about song types and technical aspects from a variety music theatre genres 

• continue to develop musical reading, aural and composing skills 
 

Assessment (Responding and Making) 

• Performance  

• Composition 

• Project (analysis research task that links to a practical learning task) 
 

Unit:   MYMUSc2  
Title: ‘Soundtracks’ 
 
In this unit, students will listen to and analyse various types of music from the media, 
including music from films, TV, and video games. Students will explore how the music 
elements can be manipulated to bring to life images, emotions, characters and stories by 
creating structured soundscapes. Throughout this semester, students will also be given 
the opportunity to engage in music technology. Students will continue to develop their 
musicianship, performance and compositional skills. 
 

Focus:  

• investigate and explore the history of film music 

• understand the concepts or elements of music, including pitch, rhythm, texture, 
timbre, harmony, structure and music notation 

• study the music elements and understand how they can be used convey purpose and 
meaning 

• use and structure the music elements to bring to life emotion, stories, images, nature 
etc. 

• develop performance skills and compositional techniques (solo and group work)  

• create and record music by using music technology  

• continue to develop music reading and aural skills 
 

Assessment (Responding and Making) 

• Performance 

• Composition 

• Project (analysis research task that links to a practical learning task) 
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VISUAL ARTS 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION & COURSE AIMS 
Art is visual education.  It helps us to observe the design involved in everything by which 
we are surrounded.  It is only with experience that we understand what is best designed 
and why.  The Visual Art course aims to give the students that experience and, in the 
process, to make the student a better communicator in visual media, be it two 
dimensional or three dimensional; in fibre, cloth, paint and paper, pencil, pen or clay; or 
in assemblage, construction or modelling. 
 

Unit: MYVAR  
Title: Look at Me 

 
Unit Description 
This unit focuses on ‘Wearable Art’ and the fascinating history of fashion. It culminates in 
a fashion parade after students have explored: 
 

Design 

• concepts, elements and principles 

• the human figure (illustration) 

• wearable art 
 

Printmaking 

• monoprinting 

• relief 

• screen printing, batik, tye dye and other textiles printing techniques 

 
Unit: MYVARc2  
Title: Objects of My Obsession 

 
Unit Description 
This unit explores the concept of “everyday objects. Students will research and evaluate 
the work of visual artists who have used every day or mundane objects as stimuli for art 
works. 
 
Graphic Design 

• stylisation, simplication and other design techniques. (use of computer and hand 
drawn techniques). 
 

Drawing 

• observation techniques e.g. contour, gesture drawing. 
 
Construction 

• sculpture, clay, assemblage and re-cycling. 
 
Assessment  

• practical folios (artwork and visual diary) 

• assignment/s 
  

These tasks provide the students with a range of opportunities to demonstrate their 
performance level against the outcomes in the Visual Art strand of the key Learning area 
of The Arts.   
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SPANISH 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION & COURSE AIMS 
 
Why study a language?  
Spanish is a truly global language. It is the official language of 21 separate countries. It 
is the second most widely spoken language in the world with over 400 million native 
speakers worldwide. and has become a major community language in Australia. Spanish 
is a significant language of international trade and some of our largest corporations have 
invested heavily in Latin America. In addition to this, the rapid and seemingly unstoppable 
growth of Spanish in the U.S. means that many aspects of vibrant Hispanic language and 
culture are constantly seeping through to mainstream English-language media through 
music, film and TV.  

 
Learning Experiences 
Year 9 Students continue to build on the language they have learnt in the previous years. 
Students will explore the Spanish-speaking world by investigating different aspects of 
Spanish-speaking countries. They learn language to describe clothes, the home and 
Spanish foods and food culture. In order to prepare them for further study, the program 
includes topics such as travelling to a Spanish speaking country, healthy living, Spanish 
movies and leisure activities. 

 
Studying Spanish will enable students to:  

• communicate effectively in a range of situations on familiar topics. 

• comprehend and compose a range of simple information in realistic, practical 
situations. 

• comprehension is developed through listening and reading tasks and composing 
through writing and speaking tasks.  
 

Assessment 

• listening, speaking, reading and writing skills are assessed regularly throughout the 
length of the course.  

• students are regularly given short diagnostic quizzes and tasks to check learning and 
understanding. 

 
Unit Description and Overview 
This unit is offered to Year 9 students who have prior experience of learning Spanish. 
The focus is to expand on the student’s knowledge and use of the Spanish language to 
interact in their everyday lives. This course is designed to build on previous language 
experience. It is highly recommended that students take this course in years 9 and 10 to 
order to attain the necessary knowledge and skills to succeed in Year 11 and 12. 
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Unit:   MYSPN 
Title:   Return to school - School life / Leisure activities / Health 
 
Focus 

• school routines / timetables 

• school subjects 

• student life 

• sports, hobbies, interest 

• visiting the doctor 

• describing events in the past 
 
 
Unit Description 
 
Throughout semester one, students will be able to use previously learnt vocabulary to 
communicate about their daily activities, school timetable and express what subjects they 
enjoy the most. Students will also be able to talk about their activities from previous 
holidays. In this course students will also learn to express how they feel when unwell and 
ask for help and seek medical advice. 
 

Unit:   MYSPNc2 

Title:   The world outside school - Life as a teenager  
 

• fashion  

• climate  

• holiday planning and itineraries,  

• accommodation 

• summer jobs  

• how Christmas is celebrated around the world 
 
Throughout semester two, students will be exposed to fashion and the weather.  They will 
be able to talk about what to wear in different seasons and compare fashion trends with 
that of teenagers in Spanish speaking countries. Students will learn vocabulary and skills 
to describe events in the near future and will engage in planning and itinerary for an 
upcoming summer holiday to a Spanish speaking country. Students will also be exposed 
to music as a cultural medium and will explore how Christmas is celebrated in Spanish 
speaking countries. 


